
The twenty•C centre speaker is the perfect complement to 

the twenty series; the next generation of simply elegant, 

handcrafted British loudspeakers. Its aesthetics and 

acoustics perfectly match the signature of the twenty 

series. A beautifully transparent balance provides a 

seamless surround soundstage, with the critical dialogue 

of the movie presented in a tangible manner so you are 

fully immersed in the drama of the action.

Centre channel loudspeaker



PMC has earned a reputation for creating the world’s finest professional loudspeakers, used at every stage of the creative 

process, from scoring through mixing and post-production by some of the biggest names in the movie industry.

Blockbuster movies created using PMC include: 

Titanic, WALL-E, Inception, Tron, The Dark Knight, Gran Torino, Kung Fu Panda, Monsters vs Aliens, Independence Day, Hulk, 

The Fugitive, One Fine Day, The Sixth Sense, Dinosaur, Elf, The Passion of the Christ, Die Another Day, Planet of the Apes, 

Finding Nemo, Chicago, Lara Croft Tomb Raider: The Cradle of Life, Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s End, Spider-Man 3, 

Terminator 3, American Beauty and many more.

Making the movies

C in Walnut



The drive units

The twenty•C utilises the same precision drive units as 

the  twenty•21 and twenty•23 models. The twin 5½” bass/

mid units, developed by PMC, have lightweight and 

ultra stiff natural fibre cones and provide high sensitivity 

and a natural balance. Teamed with the SONOLEX™ 

27mm fabric dome tweeter, with its dispersion grille, the 

twenty•C displays a very wide soundstage, enabling you 

to enjoy the surround performance wherever you are 

in the room.

Technically speaking

The cabinet

The cabinet provides a stable platform for the drive units 

to operate to their optimum without adding anything 

to the sonic signature of the speaker. Available in 

a choice of three veneers: Oak, Amarone, Walnut 

or the high gloss Diamond Black finish, the twenty•C 

matches the other speakers in the range perfectly and 

enhances the home environment.

The highly braced precision engineered cabinet 

houses PMC’s proprietary Advanced Transmission 

Line (ATL) technology. This provides the characteristic 

transparent midrange, a supreme bass extension from 

a small cabinet and a fast attacking detailed bass at 

all levels.

in Walnut



Freq response        45Hz – 25kHz

Sensitivity       90dB 1w 1m

Effective ATL™       1.8m               5.9ft

Impedance       6 Ohm

Drive units  LF  PMC twenty series, lightweight doped 5.5”/140mm   

                                                     cone with cast alloy chassis

   HF PMC/SEAS®, 27mm twenty series, SONOLEX™     

            Soft dome, Ferrofluid cooled

Crossover freq       1.8kHz

Input connectors       2 pairs 4mm sockets (Bi-amp or Bi-wire)

Dimensions  H  172mm          6.75”

   W 520mm           20.5”

   D  270mm          10.6”             (+6mm grille)

Weight        9.5kg            21 lbs

Platinum
Twenty Year Warranty
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Oak Walnut Amarone Diamond Black

Available finishes

Specifications

C in Oak


